Watson Class of 2014
Where did they go? How did they do?
Senior Survey Results
up to 3 months after graduation
90% response rate

TARGET DESTINATIONS

3% Still Looking
97% Enrolled

Destination: Continuing Education

34% Did they get accepted?
61% Did they get the job?
41% Still Looking
59% Employed

Employment (61%)  Continuing Ed. (34%)  Other (5%)

TOP UNIVERSITIES
Binghamton University
Columbia University
Cornell University
SUNY Buffalo
University of Michigan Ann Arbor
University of Pittsburgh
University of Southern California

TOP EMPLOYERS
Bloomberg L.P.
Citigroup
General Dynamics
GlobalFoundries
Google
IBM
KPMG
Lockheed Martin
Raytheon
Sanborn Media Factory
Stantec Consulting Services
Syska Hennessy Group
U.S. Government

Average salary for a full-time position $62,171

Data Source:
Preliminary Destinations Report from the Class of 2014 Senior Survey
For more information and definitions, visit http://bit.ly/PdcPBJ